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This volume contains invited and selected papers of the Second International Conference on Logical Aspects of Computational Linguistics, held in Nancy, France, 22-24 September 1997. Several perspectives are adopted in this volume and we will classify them according to their school of thought or to the main domain to which they seem to contribute. For instance, two invited papers, out of a total of four, are included, one by Jim Lambek and another by Denis Bouchard. Lambek’s paper belongs to the logical tradition also represented in this volume by other contributions based on type theory, like the one by S. Shamy and P. Hudak. It was a great honour to welcome Professor Lambek at this colloquium as the founding father of a new discipline, *language analysis by means of type theory*. All the participants knew how deeply indebted they have been to him since his first seminal papers of the early sixties on syntactic calculus. Besides his activities in pure mathematics, Lambek has continued to explore type logical systems, consistently looking for maximal simplicity. Here, he presents a new calculus: a bilinear formalism (therefore similar to the classical systems of linear logic) where multiplicative conjunction and disjunction are collapsed into a single operation/connector. What is appealing is the kind of rigorous and simple model that he can obtain for complex phenomena like verbal inflection. He can even give an account of what is analyzed in terms of Chomsky’s theory of traces.

Denis Bouchard’s contribution is completely different: it provides a purely linguistic analysis of *adjectival modification*, but this analysis must be recast in a more general perspective because it is treated like a case study in order to test the assumptions of the chomskyan minimalist program. Bouchard’s purpose is to draw all the conclusions that can be drawn from the minimalist assumptions. He can therefore give us some guidelines for going deeper into a theory of language, and particularly for choosing adequate minimal concepts. He focuses here on the opposition between French and English relative to the question of word order in noun-adjective associations.

These two invited papers perfectly illustrate the theoretical situation of this conference between *logic* and *linguistics*. More precisely, we know that generative linguistics is oriented more and more towards operations of feature checking and

---

1 The proceedings of the first conference, edited by Christian Retore, were also published by Springer as volume 1328 of the LNCS/LNA1 series. The reader may find in it a survey of works connecting logic and linguistics.

2 The other two invited papers were: one by Michael Moortgat, published elsewhere, and another by Yves Lafont, a tutorial on Linear Logic and its phase semantics.

3 Of course all the papers connected to categorial grammars could be said to belong to this tradition. We put emphasis on these papers here because they advocate the use of pure type-logical systems.
merging that can be thought of in terms of resource consumption and categorial selection. On the other hand, we know that contemporary logic has provided us with so-called resource conscious logics, like linear logic, and of course Lambek grammars. It was therefore natural and profitable to mix researchers coming from these various fields.

Another classification may be provided. It distinguishes papers according to their main domain of enquiry: philosophical, mathematical and foundational, linguistic-oriented, computational and applicational. The philosophical perspective concerns the philosophy of language and addresses the question of the place of logic with regards to language. This question is very controversial. Some authors (and Chomsky among them) argue that because language is not logic, all the convergence points between logical investigations and linguistic ones are mere accidents. For them, linguistic systems must be described by independent means and tools, logical formalization being spurious. This is of course not the attitude adopted here. Some contributors argue, on the contrary, that the system of language is very similar to logic. For instance, S. Shaumyan and P. Hudak present ideas that can be traced to the works of Haskell B. Curry on combinatory logic. Their view remains parallel to Montague’s who claimed in 1970 that “there is no important theoretical difference between natural languages and the artificial languages of logicians.” Of course, if we think of linguistics as an ordinary science, there is no reason to reject the idea of a mathematical formalization, and if that is the case, it seems natural that such a formalization be addressed by a particular branch of mathematics (not necessarily the same one that is used, say, for physics). Mathematical logic seems at present to be the best candidate for that, if only because it has taken the notion of language as one of its objects and has derived from it several suggestions for analysing language. Since it is not certain that we understand the same thing under the two notions of language, the linguistic and the logical, it seems the philosophical question will still remain open for a long time.

We can hope for more success by adopting a more technical perspective. A foundation for studying aspects of linguistics including categories and operations for combining signs can be found in the mathematics of categorial systems as they originate from Ajduckiewicz. Many authors in this volume share the view that modern techniques make it possible to generalize old categorial systems to new ones which are able to deal with several dimensions of signs at the same time. One basis for doing that consists in introducing several arbitrary products with their residuals, according to a line mainly explored by M. Moortgat, D. Oehrle and N. Kurtonina, but also by M. Hepple, G. Morrill. It is taken up in this volume by M. Kandulski, who demonstrates the strong equivalence of Ajduckiewicz and Lambek grammars when using these arbitrary products (we already had results from Buszkowski on the equivalence of Lambek and Ajduckiewicz grammars in the standard case). Such results must be classified among others concerning the generative capacity of grammars based on logical systems (and therefore categorial grammars). When we show that Ajduckiewicz and Lambek
grammars are equivalent to context-free ones and therefore equivalent to each other, we show that at least we don’t lose anything when working in the logical framework compared to, say, a phrase structure grammar approach. But moreover, with the ability to use several products and thus to superpose several calculi onto a single one, we of course enrich the structural descriptions.

Another way of dealing with multi-dimensionality is fibring. In the past, there have been several attempts to combine a feature logic and a categorial one, as in the CUG and UCG models. The interest in Head Driven Phrase Structure Grammars has lead to reversing the perspective and N. Francez proposes a conception according to which the categorial information “leaves-within” feature terms. Such technical approaches show us the rich power of logical techniques as soon as we dare to escape from strict orthodoxy and strict “logicism.” Of course, pure logicians can be frightened by the simple project of mixing several logics, but here the linguists are acting like physicists in making many trials and attempts before obtaining a “realistic” view of the field.

Another particularly relevant technical application of logics to computational linguistics concerns the use of automata for checking well-formedness with regards to some kind of theory expressed by a set of constraints. The principle and parameters approach provides such a theory. F. Morawietz and T. Cornell explore the power of automata for monadic second order logic in this perspective. By doing so, they implicitly show that the chomskyan theorisation is far from being out of the reach of logical investigation.

It is then interesting to see the impact of such logical investigations on the linguistic theory itself, this being the “linguistics-oriented” perspective in this volume, which is represented by works by H. Hendriks and D. Heylen.

It initially seems very strange that the logical framework is able to provide a very new and adequate tool for studying intonation, a dimension which seems to belong only to the phonological interpretation of a sentence. H. Hendriks shows the complexity of the phenomenon, which is not only part of phonology but also of information packaging. Traditional approaches to prosody based on the notion of constituent as defined in ordinary phrase structure grammars fail to provide a correct account of the association between intonational marks (like pitch accent) and the informational content. The proof-theoretic approach works better because it makes it possible to deal with multi-component signs in such a way that a syntactic analysis, a semantical form and a prosodic one are obtained at the same time. For instance, “intonation and word order are dealt with at one and the same level.” Such results are direct applications of well-known techniques from proof theory, like the Curry-Howard homomorphism.

The notion of underspecification has received much interest in computational linguistics for several years. It crucially occurs in the resolution of agreement problems. Johnson and Bayer have already shown that unification-based grammars give a less rich account of agreement than Lambek grammars. D. Heylen
goes further on this topic by showing how to more generally solve feature checking problems by entirely logical means. This involves the introduction of dual modalities, box and diamond, with their residuation logic. Each mode \( i \) represents some morphosyntactic feature, and underspecification is dealt with by assuming general modes that are related to specific instances by inclusion postulates.

Another kind of “linguistics-oriented” paper is provided by T. Cornell who tries to give formal representations of minimalist grammars (as they have been defined by E. Stabler). After papers on the derivationalist view, Cornell develops a representational one, keeping in mind the idea that the two views must always coexist simultaneously and that they stand in respect to each other like a deductive system and its proof representation. The derivationalist view could be compared to the (Gentzen) sequent presentation of a calculus and the representationalist one to its proof net syntax. By doing so, it can be shown that the approach in terms of movement and the one in terms of chains are not contradictory but complementary.

Logic is also applied to computation and implementation. Besides the paper by Shaumyan and Hudak already mentioned, which shows the use of the programming language Haskell in order to implement applicative grammars, the reader will find a paper by J. Hodas, introducing the use of the language Lolli, based on linear logic. As it has been shown by D. Miller, linear logic can be used for programming according to different paradigms, which we can refer to as proof reduction (by means of the Curry-Howard homomorphism and the interpretation it provides in functional terms) and proof search (or logic programming). Lolli uses the later possibility and thus allows the implementation of logical grammars similar to DCGs. Hodas uses primitives of linear logic (exponentials and additive conjunction for instance) in a very innovative way in order to have derivations taking unbounded dependencies into account and to block some unwanted derivations. The trick consists in using rules which have nested implications. These implications are used locally, as they license empty nps in case of unbounded dependencies. But an np (for instance an np enclosed in a subject np) can be blocked from extraction (and therefore not realizable by an empty string) simply by marking it with the exponential “\( ! \)”. We actually know that in this case, the “resource” can be produced only if all the consumed formulae are also marked with the same exponential, but the nested implicative formula allowing an empty np is not marked and therefore the deduction fails.

Questions of implementation are also treated by M. Vilares, M. A. Alonso and D. Cabrero, who question efficiency of the DCG model and propose logical automata for parsing with DCGs according to an LALR method. Strategies for executing definite clause grammars are still often expressed directly as symbolic manipulations of terms and rules using backtracking, which does not constitute an adequate basis for efficient implementations. The strategy proposed by the
three authors is based on an evolution of the notion of \textit{logical push-down automaton} introduced by B. Lang, “a push-down automaton that stores logical atoms and substitutions on its stack, and uses unification to apply transitions.”

Finally, a fruitful application of constructive type theory to the analysis of mathematical language is suggested by Z. Luo and P. C. Callaghan. This work is related to others on the same topic, like Ranta and Coscoy’s, using different proof development systems (Alf, Coq or Lego). They all aim at using natural language in order to interact with proof systems. Of course, that necessitates a deep exploration of the language of mathematics (here called mathematical vernacular). The novelty of this paper is its treatment of \textit{coercion} and \textit{subtyping}.

***
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